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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between endothelin-1, nitric oxide, insulin resistance, and blood
pressure in young subjects with a high prevalence of excess weight and/or elevated blood pressure. In a cohort of 238
children (mean age= 11.1 years), height, weight, waist circumference, and blood pressure were assessed. Body mass index,
waist-to-height ratio, and blood pressure percentiles were calculated, and the children were classified as having excess
weight and elevated blood pressure according to the International Obesity Task Force and the US blood pressure nomograms
specific for gender, age and height, respectively. Endothelin-1 and nitric oxide production were assessed, and the
homeostatic model assessment index was calculated. Forty-three percent of children were male, 71% had excess weight, and
37% had systolic and/or diastolic values above the ninetieth percentile. Plasma endothelin-1 and nitric oxide production were
independently correlated (p < 0.05). In multivariate analyses, the HOMA index was associated with systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (p= 0.01), and nitric oxide was independently related to diastolic blood pressure (p= 0.04), even after
adjustment for measures of body composition. By using the waist-to-height ratio instead of BMI in the statistical model, the
association between the homeostatic model assessment index and blood pressure was attenuated, while the results remained
similar for nitric oxide. No correlation was found between endothelin-1 and blood pressure. In our study population, the
correlation between nitric oxide and blood pressure and the lack of a relationship between endothelin-1 and blood pressure
could be explained by an increase in the vasodilator effect of local and systemic nitric oxide, which counteracts the possible
hypertensive effect of endothelin-1.
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Introduction

Among the three separately encoded isoforms constituting
the endothelin superfamily, endothelin-1 (ET-1) is the

dominant isoform in the cardiovascular system and is
therefore the most often studied. ET-1 is synthesized pre-
dominantly in vascular endothelial cells, but it is also
synthesized in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) as
well as in extravascular tissues such as the spleen, pancreas,
lung, and nervous system, as well as in the glomerular
and epithelial cells within the kidney [1–4].

In humans, the physiological action of ET-1 is mediated
by ET-A and ET-B receptors. ET-1 contributes to a basal
vasoconstrictor tone [5] that seems to be largely mediated
by ET-A receptors [6]. In fact, the binding of ET-1 to ET-A
and ET-B receptors in VSMCs results in vasoconstriction,
whereas the predominant effect of ET-1 binding to ET-B
receptors in the endothelium is an increase in nitric oxide
(NO) and prostacyclin synthesis [7, 8]. The administration
of ET-1 results in a biphasic response characterized by a
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transient depressor effect, followed by pronounced and
persistent hypertension [6, 9]. It is noteworthy that the
effects of ET-1 administration may not necessarily repro-
duce the effects of endogenous ET-1 since it is not presently
clear whether endothelial ET-B receptors under physiolo-
gical conditions “sense” quantities of ET-1 that are high
enough to elicit vasodilation through a NO-dependent
mechanism [10]. The nonunivocal behavior of the ET
pathway underlies the differences between acute and
chronic effects of ET-1 signaling and makes the study of
this pathway particularly problematic.

In the presence of excess weight, the ET-1 system is
increased; however, the mechanisms underlying this
activation are unclear. Overweight (OW) and obesity (OB)
are typically associated with hyperinsulinemia [11], and
insulin has been shown to stimulate ET-1 production
[12, 13]. Nevertheless, recent findings in humans have
reported that hyperinsulinemia fails to augment ET-1
action in vivo [14]. It has been suggested that hyper-
insulinemia interferes with the vasomotor balance in
human skeletal muscle, favoring vasoconstrictive pathways,
and eventually impairing arteriolar vasodilation [15].
While OW and OB have recently been described as being
associated with the enhanced ET-1-mediated vasoconstric-
tion that contributes to endothelial vasodilator dysfunction
in adults [16], the balance of ET-1 and NO in children with
excess weight has not been adequately investigated.

Nitric oxide is biosynthesized endogenously by various
NO synthases (NOSs) from L-arginine, oxygen, and nico-
tinamide adenine nucleotide phosphate (NADPH). The
reduction in inorganic nitrate may also lead to NO pro-
duction. Through NO, the endothelium signals the sur-
rounding smooth muscle to relax, thus resulting in
vasodilation and increased blood flow. NO is highly reac-
tive (having a half-life of a few seconds) but diffuses
freely across membranes, making it an ideal transient
paracrine (between adjacent cells) and autocrine (within
a single cell) signaling molecule in the control of smooth
muscle tone [17].

As natural counterparts in vascular function, ET-1 and
NO are known to interact via both direct and indirect
mechanisms [18, 19]. In fact, NO signaling in the systemic
vasculature should be considered a vital component of
ET-1 activity rather than a distinct pathway. While it is
largely recognized that the function of NO is principally to
maintain a tonic vasodilatory signal [20, 21], the mechan-
ism by which NO inhibits ET-1-mediated vasoconstriction
remains unknown. A contemporary hypothesis is that
NO, under normal physiological conditions, inhibits ET-1
activity. In addition, it has been hypothesized that an
important step in the progression of cardiovascular disease
is the loss of endothelial-derived NO production resulting in
increased ET-1 signaling [10]. It is becoming increasingly

apparent that an imbalance between NO and ET-1 is
important in numerous pathophysiological conditions,
including hypertension and insulin resistance.

With the aim of better clarifying the relationship
between ET-1, NO, insulin resistance, and blood
pressure (BP) in a scenario in which irreversible vascular
damage has not yet developed, we performed cross-
sectional analyses on a study population of young
subjects with a high prevalence of excess weight and/or
elevated BP.

Methods

Study population

We studied a consecutive cohort of children referred by
their primary care pediatricians to the Unit for Cardiovas-
cular Risk Assessment in Children of the Istituto Aux-
ologico Italiano, University of Milano-Bicocca, because
of evidence of excess weight and/or elevated BP. None
of the children were affected by impaired glucose
tolerance, diabetes, or renal insufficiency. The specific
diagnostic tests that were needed to rule out secondary
hypertension were carried out in all children. Children
with secondary forms of hypertension were excluded
from the study. Informed consent was obtained from the
children’s parents, and the local ethics committee approved
the study protocol.

Anthropometric parameters and blood pressure

Height, weight, and waist circumference (WC) were mea-
sured. Weight was approximated to the nearest 100 grams,
and height was approximated to the nearest 0.5 cm. Body
mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight (kg)/height
(m)2. Body mass index percentiles were calculated using the
Centers for Disease and Control prevention charts available
at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/. Weight class was defined
according to the International Obesity Task Force classifi-
cation [22], distinguishing among normal weight (NW),
OW, and OB classes. Waist circumference was measured
to the nearest 0.5 cm by a nonelastic flexible tape while the
child was in a standing position. The waist-to-height ratio
(WtHr) was calculated by dividing WC by height. Blood
pressure was measured while the child was in a seated
position using an oscillometric device validated in children
(Omron 705 IT) with the appropriate cuff for the child’s
upper-arm size. Measurements were performed after at
least 5 min of rest. Blood pressure was measured three
times (at 1–2 min intervals), and systolic BP (SBP) and
diastolic BP (DBP) percentiles were calculated according
to the nomograms of the National High Blood Pressure
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Education Program Working Group on High Blood Pres-
sure in Children and Adolescents [23]. The children were
classified according to the mean of the three measurements
as follows: normotensive (NT) if both SBP and DBP per-
centiles were below the ninetieth percentile; high normal
(HN) if the SBP and/or DBP percentiles were at or above
the ninetieth percentile but both SBP and DBP were below
the ninety-fifth percentile; hypertensive (HT) if the SBP
and/or DBP percentiles were at or above the ninety-fifth
percentile. Children were stratified on the basis of the pre-
sence of excess weight (OW+OB) and/or elevated BP
(HN+HT).

Pubertal stage was assessed by a medical examination,
and children were classified into two categories: prepubertal
and pubertal according to Tanner stage [24].

Biochemical parameters

At baseline, blood samples were taken after a 12-h fasting
period for plasma glucose and insulin, ET-1, and NO
assessment. Plasma glucose was measured by a glucose
oxidase method, and insulin was evaluated by chemilumi-
nescence immunometric assay. The HOMA index was
calculated by dividing the product of plasma insulin
(µU/ml) and plasma glucose (mmol/L) by 22.5 [25].

NO production was assessed in plasma samples using
the Griess method [26]. The colorimetric Griess reaction
for nitrite was used to determine the concentration of NO.
Because the NO present in biological fluids is recovered
in nitrate form, the plasma samples were treated with
nitrate reductase (10 U/mL) and nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate oxidase (5 mM in Tris-Cl) for 3 h
at room temperature to reduce nitrate to nitrite. Finally,
the samples were mixed with an equal volume of freshly
prepared Griess reagent (0.05% N-[1-naphthyl] ethylene
diamine dihydrochloride and 0.5% sulfanilamide in 2.5%
orthophosphoric acid) for 20 min. The absorbance of
each sample was measured at 540 nm using a microplate
reader (Victor3 1420 multilabelcounter, Perkin Elmer).
Concentrations of NO in the samples were determined using
a calibration curve generated with standard NaNO2 solu-
tions (0.1–100 μM).

The ET-1 concentration in the plasma samples was
detected by ELISA, which was carried out according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Clinisciences). Samples were
measured in triplicate against known standards.

Statistical methods

Variables are reported as the mean (standard deviation).
The differences among biochemical parameters in different
subgroups of children (NT/NW, HN-HT/NW, NT/OW-OB,

and HN-HT/OW-OB) were assessed by analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Fisher’s post hoc test. The associations
among variables (age, puberty, ET-1, NO, HOMA index,
BMI percentiles, SBP and DBP percentiles, WtHr) were
assessed by simple and multiple regression analysis. A
p-value <0.05 was considered significant.

Results

The anthropometric and clinical characteristics of the
study population (n= 238) according to BP category
and weight class are shown in Table 1. The mean age of
the cohort was 11.1 (±2.4) years. Forty-three percent
(n= 103) of children were male, and 54% (n= 128)
of the children were pubertal. Seventy-one percent
(n= 168) of the subjects had excess weight, and 58%
(n= 137) had a WtHr greater than 0.5. The prevalence
of BP values (SBP and/or DBP) above the ninetieth per-
centile was 37% (n= 88). Thirty-two percent of children
(n= 76) had a family history of arterial hypertension (i.e.,
at least one hypertensive parent). The highest percentage
of family history of hypertension was observed in the
HT/NW subgroup, and the lowest was observed among
the NT/NW children.

NO production did not differ among the four subgroups
(NT/NW, HN-HT/NW, NT/OW-OB, and HN-HT/OW-
OB). The endothelin-1 values were greater in children
with excess weight (OW-OB) regardless of BP category
(p < 0.05). The HOMA index progressively and sig-
nificantly increased (p < 0.001) with increasing weight
class and BP category (NT/NW vs HN-HT/NW p=NS;
HN-HT/NW vs HT/OW-OB p < 0.001; NT/OW-OB vs
HN-HT/OW-OB p= 0.034; NT/NW vs NT/OW-OB and
vs HN-HT/OW-OB p < 0.001; HN-HT/NW vs HN-HT/
OW-OB p < 0.001) (Fig. 1).

Determinants of NO and ET-1 plasma levels

In the univariate analysis, NO was slightly associated
with age and puberty (p= 0.06 for both) and SBP per-
centile (p= 0.09) and significantly correlated with ET-1
and DBP percentile (p= 0.04 for both). There was a
significant association between ET-1 and NO (p= 0.04),
BMI percentile (p= 0.005) and WtHr (p= 0.02). The
HOMA index was not related to NO or ET-1 values. The
NO and ET-1 values were similar between children with
and without a family history of arterial hypertension. A
multiple regression model adjusted for age and puberty
showed that the ET-1 and SBP percentiles were inde-
pendently associated with NO levels. No variable was
associated with NO when the DBP percentile was used
in the statistical model instead of the SBP percentile
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(Table 2). Among all the variables studied in the multi-
variable analysis, the only variables that were indepen-
dently associated with ET-1 values were NO and BMI
percentile. The results did not change when the BMI
percentile was replaced with WtHr (Table 3).

Determinants of SBP and DBP values

SBP and DBP percentiles were higher in children with
excess weight than in NW children (p= 0.001, for SBP
and p= 0.002, for DBP) and in subjects with a WtHr >0.5
(p= 0.015, for SBP and p= 0.014, for DBP). In the uni-
variate analysis, the WtHr was strongly associated with BP
(p < 0.001, for both SBP and DBP), and there was a sig-
nificant correlation even between BMI percentile and BP
values (p= 0.001, for SBP and p= 0.018, for DBP).
Additionally, the HOMA index was significantly correlated
with both SBP (p < 0.001) and DBP (p= 0.002).

When we investigated the determinants of BP percentiles
with the multiple regression model, the HOMA index was
associated with SBP and DBP values in the models adjusted
for WtHr or BMI percentile. Nitric oxide was slightly
correlated with SBP, while there was a significant associa-
tion with DBP even when BMI was used in place of WtHr
(Table 4, panels a and b, Model A and B). When NO was
replaced by ET-1, the correlation between HOMA index
and both SBP and DBP percentiles was confirmed in the

model adjusted for BMI percentile (Table 4, panels c
and d, Model B). By including the WtHr instead of BMI
in the statistical model, the association between the HOMA
index and the BP values was attenuated (Table 4, panels c
and d, Model A).

Discussion

In our population, in which 70% of subjects were OW or
obese and ~35% had elevated BP, NO levels were inde-
pendently related to DBP, while no association was found
between ET-1 and BP values. We observed a direct rela-
tionship between ET-1 and NO that might be the expression
of their complex balance before the development of struc-
tural vascular modifications occurs. An increase in ET-1 was
observed in children with excess weight. The HOMA index
increased along with the BP category and weight class,
and its relationship with BP values was independent of ET-1
and NO, even after adjustment for BMI, while it was wea-
kened by the inclusion of central obesity in the model.

Endothelin-1/nitric oxide balance and blood
pressure

ET-1 is involved in the regulation of vasoconstrictor tone
and the pathogenesis of hypertension in humans [27].

Table 1 Anthropometric and
clinic characteristics of subjects
according to blood pressure
category and weight class

TOTAL NT/NW HN-HT/NW NT/OW-OB HN-HT/OW-
OB

N= 238 N= 50 N= 20 N= 100 N= 68

Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev

Age (years) 11.13 2.4 11.1 2.2 12.2 3.0 10.4 2.3 12.0 2.3

BMI 24.0 5.4 17.9 2.7 18.4 2.6 25.0 3.1 28.7 4.9

BMI percentile 82.8 26.1 51.1 27.9 50.4 27.9 96.3 2.9 95.9 9.8

Waist
circumference
(cm)

77.6 13.8 62.7 8.0 65.1 7.1 80.2 9.1 88.2 12.7

WtHR 0.5 0.08 0.4 0.03 0.4 0.04 0.56 0.05 0.6 0.07

SBP (mmHg) 113.7 13.1 104.2 8.0 126.1 12.4 107.7 7.6 126.1 10.6

SBP percentile 70.8 24.7 50.7 21.2 91.9 12.2 61.5 21.1 93.2 8.6

DBP (mmHg) 67.6 8.6 61.9 5.5 74.7 10.9 65.0 5.9 73.8 8.3

DBP percentile 65.3 21.4 51.0 16.2 78.7 26.8 60.6 18.0 79.2 17.7

HOMA index 2.8 1.9 1.5 0.9 2.0 1.01 3.03 1.9 3.6 2.2

NO (µM) 10.8 1.32 10.7 1.0 10.6 1.2 10.9 1.4 11.0 1.4

ET-1 (pg/ml) 24.2 12.4 20.2 8.3 20.4 12.1 25.5 12.3 26.2 14.5

N % N % N % N % N %

Family history of
hypertension

76 32.0% 9 18.0% 11 55.0% 27 27.0% 29 42.6%

NT normal weight, OW overweight, OB obese, NT normotensive, HN high normal, HT hypertensive, BMI
body mass index, SBP systolic blood pressure, DBP diastolic blood pressure, WtHr waist-to-height ratio,
HOMA homeostatic model assessment, NO nitric oxide, ET-1 endothelin-1
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It is possible that under normal physiological conditions,
a fundamental role of NO in BP control is to deeply
inhibit the vasoconstrictive actions of ET-1. However,
under pathological conditions compromising NO bioavail-
ability, the vasoconstrictor effects of ET-1 (and other
potentially deleterious effects such as VSMC proliferation
and migration) become disinhibited. This mechanism may
lead to a form of hypertension with detrimental long-term

Fig. 1 Distribution of Endothelin-1, Nitric Oxide and HOMA index
according to weight class/blood pressure category subgroups. NT
normal weight, OW overweight, OB obese, NT normotensive, HN
high normal, HT hypertensive. *p < 0.001 vs NT/NW; #p < 0.05 vs
HN-HT/NW, §p < 0.001 vs NT/OW-OB

Table 2 Multivariate regression on predictors of serum nitric oxide
levels

Variable N= 238

Coefficient P-value

Age (years) 0.11 0.835

Puberty 0.20 0.397

SBP percentile 0.01 0.049

ET-1 (pg/ml) 0.16 0.034

SBP systolic blood pressure, ET-1 endothelin-1

Table 3 Multivariate regression on predictors of serum endothelin-1
levels

Variablea N= 194 Variableb N= 194

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value

NO (µM) 1.33 0.044 NO (µM) 1.27 0.053

BMI
percentile

0.09 0.005 WtHr 24.50 0.024

NO nitric oxide, BMI body mass index, WtHr waist-to-height ratio
aModel with BMI percentile
bModel with WtHr

Table 4 Multivariate regression on predictors of systolic (a, c) and
diastolic blood pressure (b, d)

Variable A B

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value

a N= 238

NO (µM) 1.95 0.100 1.98 0.101

HOMA index 1.67 0.062 2.21 0.014

WtHr 73.30 0.001

BMI perc 0.13 0.049

b

NO (µM) 2.05 0.044 2.08 0.044

HOMA index 1.43 0.062 1.99 0.001

WtHr 50.05 0.005

BMI perc 0.05 0.373

c N= 194

ET-1 (pg/ml) −0.186 0.185 −0.12 0.390

HOMA index 1.42 0.147 1.90 0.050

WtHr 86.98 0.001

BMI perc 0.16 0.039

d

ET-1 (pg/ml) 0.08 0.508 0.14 0.238

HOMA index 1.26 0.127 1.73 0.039

WtHr 40.95 0.035

BMI perc 0.02 0.777

(A) Model with WtHr and (B) Model with BMI percentile

NO nitric oxide, ET-1 endothelin-1, HOMA homeostatic model
assessment, BMI body mass index, WtHr waist-to-height ratio
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effects on vascular structure and function, as described
in adults [28].

In our sample, no relationship between ET-1 levels and
BP values was found. In mice with one allele of the ET-1
gene deleted, BP values are slightly elevated compared to
those of the controls, suggesting that ET-1 may play a role
as a depressor rather than as a pressor in the physiological
state [29]. In humans, some studies showed an increase
in plasma ET-1 values in adult patients with hypertension
[30–32], while other authors did not confirm these findings
[33–35]. It has been shown that high ET-1 plasma levels are
present mainly in HT patients with more advanced disease,
in terms of target organ damage or higher BP values
[36–38]. The transition condition, in which we believe the
children in our study were, is also supported by data on 60
adolescents (5–6 years older than the children in our study
sample), among whom, those with hypertension showed
significantly higher levels of ET-1 and lower levels of NO
than those with prehypertension [39]. It is possible that the
lack of association between ET-1 and hypertension we
observed in our sample might be due to the young age of the
subjects and the absence of organ damage.

In general, laminar flow is associated with the upregu-
lation of eNOS and NO production [40]. In small-for-
gestational-age children with high BP and vascular resis-
tance in the basal condition, Strambi et al. described
that increased vascular response after ischemic stress at the
brachial level leads to a greater decrease in BP and vascular
resistance compared to that in control children [41]. These
data support the hypothesis that, in children with increased
BP values, the response induced by ischemic stress is
greater than in that in NT subjects, suggesting that endo-
thelial production of NO is chronically overstimulated
in the early phases of hypertension. This pathophysiological
condition may initially protect young organisms from
the development of stable hypertension. In a second
step, endothelial dysfunction due to the decrease in the
synthesis and release of NO might favor early damage to
the vascular wall.

In our study population, NO was significantly correlated
with ET-1 and DBP percentile even after adjustment for
measures of body composition; in contrast, no correlation
was found between ET-1 and BP. Recent findings describe
an inverse relationship between NO and ET-1 concentra-
tions and show how endothelin imbalance seems to play a
role in the development of hypertension and target organ
damage in adolescents [42]. It is possible that in younger
children without vascular structural damage, such as those
included in our study, NO and ET-1 remain in a delicate
balance, thereby maintaining the overall total peripheral
resistance substantially unchanged.

As previously reported, our data show that central
obesity is the strongest correlate of BP values in children

[43, 44]. In both statistical models that take into account
the role of NO or the role of ET-1 in the analyses of the
predictors of SBP and DBP, the association between WtHr
and both systolic and diastolic BP values is much stronger
than the association with indexed BMI. It is interesting
to note that the correlation between values of NO and BP
percentiles was similar in the model adjusted for WtHr
and in the one adjusted for BMI, indicating that NO may
partially affect the blood pressure values regardless of the
important role played by central obesity.

Endothelin-1 and excess weight

Although enhanced ET-1-mediated vasoconstriction has
previously been demonstrated in obese adults with [45, 46]
and without [16] comorbidities, this is the first study, to our
knowledge, to demonstrate elevated ET-1 levels in OW or
obese children, independent of BP levels or HT status
(Fig. 1). The vasoconstrictor response to exogenous ET-1
has been found to be lower in OW and obese adults, sug-
gesting that ET-1 bioavailability increases with increased
adiposity [16]. Obese prepubertal children demonstrated
higher flow-mediated dilation and lower arterial stiffness
than their NW/NT counterparts [47]. The authors suggest
the presence of an initial adaptive response, which ulti-
mately, after a longer exposure to obesity, will fail and
culminate in vascular damage.

The results of the present study significantly extend
these previous findings by demonstrating that OW and OB
are associated with elevated ET-1 levels and HOMA index
but not with NO levels in children (Fig. 1, Tables 2 and 3).
While enhanced ET-1-mediated vasoconstriction is sup-
posed to play a role in the association between hypertension
and increased adiposity in adults, our findings cannot sup-
port a role of ET-1 system activation in adiposity-related
BP elevation in young subjects with excess weight.

Endothelin-1 and insulin resistance

In our study sample, the HOMA index was not related to
NO or ET-1 values. Our findings with respect to insulin
resistance are consistent with those of Lteif et al. [14], who
recently reported that hyperinsulinemia failed to augment
ET-1 action in vivo. Accordingly, while OW and obese
adults had significantly higher plasma insulin concentra-
tions and HOMA index values than the NW subjects, nei-
ther plasma insulin concentrations nor HOMA index was
associated with forearm blood flow responses to either
exogenous ET-1 or ETA receptor antagonist. These findings
argue against an insulin-related effect [16] and suggest that
other factors, including inflammation and oxidative stress,
may contribute to the adiposity-related elevation in ET-1
system activity. It is interesting to note that in our
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population, the association between BP and the HOMA
index lost its strength when the statistical model was cor-
rected for a visceral obesity index (WtHr), suggesting that,
in addition to insulin resistance, other factors such as
cytokines produced by adipose tissue could collaborate to
produce an increase in BP levels.

Conclusions

Our study has some limitations as well as several strengths
that should be mentioned. Among the limitations, given the
cross-sectional study design, we cannot exclude the possi-
bility that genetic and/or lifestyle behaviors may have
influenced our results. Undoubtedly, further studies with a
different clinical approach might help to clarify the patho-
genetic mechanisms underlying the reported associations.
Second, due to the necessity to limit the invasive investi-
gations, we did not assess ET-1 system activity in vivo
as provided by intra-arterial infusion of exogenous ET-1
and ET-1 receptor antagonists. Circulating plasma con-
centrations of the peptide do not necessarily reflect local
vascular production but rather variable spillover into and
clearance from the bloodstream [48]. Moreover, because
of the study design, only associations, but no cause-effect
relationships, can be inferred. Nevertheless, we believe
that the measurement of circulating plasma levels of ET-1,
NO, and HOMA index provided interesting findings,
making this study useful in the generation of a hypothesis
of a pathophysiological model for hypertension. Therefore,
further intervention studies, such as after a weight loss
program, are warranted to better investigate these mechan-
isms. In particular, we believe that children are a model
that allows us to explore the initial phase of hypertension
development. Most likely, at this stage, the increased ET-1
activity has not yet caused vascular damage and is directly
related to NO because the production of the latter is not
yet reduced.

In our study population, the correlation between NO and
BP levels and the lack of any relationship between ET-1 and
BP could be explained by an increase in the vasodilatory
effect of local and systemic NO that counteracts the possible
hypertensive effect induced by ET-1. Further studies are
encouraged to clarify the pathophysiological role of NO/
endothelin imbalance in children with hypertension.
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